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PREFACE

Phase 1-Component qualification  according followed (Item 1-3) is 

mandatory exercise to find out if Lost Foam Process is suitable for given 

Casting or component.

We need full cooperation with customer. For this purpose we will , first 

of all, generate specific questioner. 

Only if components qualifies for Lost Foam and Lost Foam for the 

process we can proceed to Phase 2- Items 4-8.



Technical feasibility – the content

Phase 1

1. Analyze the Casting/Component for feasibility in Lost Foam 

Technology 

2. Utilize existent design documentation like 2-d, 3-d images, pictures, 

real casting, Model, material specs, performance, set realistic segment 

(slices) parting lines. Design Cluster. Estimate adaption needs to LF –

process. 

3. Find out added values due to utilization of Lost Foam

All following pictures, drawings, spread sheets and other 
illustrations are exemplary only, which are typically part of 
specifically created documentation.





Cluster / Gating Design

Phase 2

4. Facility needs

4.1  Estimate the size and type of 

production    facilities
4.2  Investigate the need for related 

buildings, equipment, rolling stock, etc.



System Flow Diagram



Plant Layout, white 
site on mezzanine 

floor, @ Cast lines , 
Aluminum, Iron



5. Suitability of production technology

5.1 Investigate and compare technology providers.
5.2 Determine reliability and competitiveness of technology 

(proven or unproven, state-of-the-art. Etc. 

5.3 Identify the limitations or constraints of the technology 

Foam Pattern Tooling 
specs



6. Availability and suitability of site

Investigate access to:

6.1 Raw materials

6.2 Transportation

6.3 Labor

6.4 Production inputs (electricity, natural gas, water etc.)

6.5 Investigate potential emissions problems

6.6 Analyze other environmental impacts

6.7 Explore economic development incentives.

Energy Lines 
Dimension's

Fumes and 
Dust extraction 
Volume



7. Raw materials

7.1 Estimate the amount of raw materials needed.

7.2 Investigate the current and future availability and access 

to raw material.

7.3 Assess the quality and cost of raw materials

8. Other inputs

8.1 Investigate the availability of labor including wage rates, 

skill level, etc.

8.2 Access the potential to access and attract qualified 

management personnel.

8.3 Estimate capital requirement for facilities, equipment and 

inventories

8.4 Estimate Production cost for Casting / Component

Casting Cost Pre-
Calculation



I some special cases is Feasibility proven only by

pilot projects and designed experiments.

Development of suitable Equipment for the

development phases is required

V 12 / 1.8 to/
1500/800/600 mm

Flask 1500 I.D. x
2040 Height/ Vacuum plenum
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Special Hot melt gluing 
Machine

Function Step – way 

Diagram



Special Hot melt gluing 
Machine

Details Glue macchine



Batch Type of 
pre-expander

Project manager / 
Pre-expander



Batch Type of 
pre-expander

BOB-All components, 
Grman Brands
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